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and molecular dynamics simulations
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The experiments described here examine 25–100 eV CF3
1 and C3F5

1 ion modification of a
polystyrene~PS! surface, as analyzed by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. The molecular dynamics
computer simulations probe the structurally and chemically similar reactions of 20–100 eV CH3

1

and C3H5
1 with PS. CF3

1 and C3F5
1 each form a distribution of different fluorocarbon~FC!

functional groups on PS in amounts dependent upon the incident ion energy, structure, and fluence.
Both ions deposit mostly intact upon the surface at 25 eV, although they also undergo some
crosslinking upon deposition. Fragmentation of the two ions increases as the ion energies are
increased to 50 eV. Both ions show increases in total fluorine and fluorinated carbon content when
changing the ion energy from 25 to 50 eV. The simulations predict that CH3

1 and C3H5
1 behave in

a similar fashion to their FC analogs, remaining mostly intact and either embedding or scattering
from the surface without reacting at 20 eV. At 50 and 100 eV, the simulations predict fragmentation
most or all of the time. The simulations also show that the chemical products of the collisions
depend significantly on the structure of the incident isomer. The simulations further illustrate how
the maximum penetration depth of ion fragments depends on ionic structure, incident energy, and
the identity of the penetrating fragment. These ion–surface results are discussed in terms of their
possible role in plasmas. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~00!03122-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Polyatomic ion–surface modification

Mass separated low energy polyatomic ion beams h
several advantages for practical surface modification du
the highly surface-selective nature of the polyatomic–surf
interaction, the unique collision dynamics, and the ability
transfer intact chemical functionality to the surface.1–3 Low
and medium energy atomic ions have been used in mi
electronics manufacturing for repairing photolithograp
masks, doping, producing interconnect features, and sub
cron lithography.4,5 Atomic ions have also been used to gro
hard inorganic films6 and selectively modify polyme
films.7,8 Polyatomic ion beams may eventually be employ
for the direct modification of materials, especially now th
high intensity polyatomic ion sources are becoming comm
cially available.

It is well known that large atomic and molecular cluste
will uniquely modify surfaces at lower collisional energies9
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Research indicates that cluster projectiles sputter adsorb
from surfaces both more efficiently and with less damage
the substrate than do atomic projectiles. The surface se
tivity of clusters derives from their low collision energy
atom, the unusual intracluster collision dynamics upon s
face collision, and the relative inability of the bound clust
nuclei to penetrate the surface.10 It is beginning to be recog-
nized that similarly surface-selective modification can a
be obtained by using small and intermediate sized po
atomic ions. Low energy polyatomic ion beams confine
modification to the uppermost layer of a surface, a char
teristic that is very important in developing new methods
nanofabrication. For example, B10H14

1 has been considere
for boron doping of ultrashallow transistor gates for the p
duction of the next generation of microelectronics.11 Poly-
meric films are also being grown from organic ion sourc
for applications in optoelectronics.12

Polyatomic ions with a broad range of chemical fun
tionality can be produced by electron impact and other i
ization methods.13 Molecular structure of the polyatomi
ions and their kinetic energy play a critical role at,100 eV
collisional energy because the degree of dissociation cha
dramatically with energy and structure.14 It has been demon
strated that mass-selected polyatomic ions can be soft lan
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at ,5 eV kinetic energies, preserving intact the molecu
structure of the ion on the surface.15–17Little or no fragmen-
tation may occur at these low collision energies since
10%–30% kinetic to internal energy transfer that occurs
polyatomic ion–surface collisions is usually insufficient
fragment chemical bonds in the ion.18 Since fragmentation o
the ion becomes more significant as its incident ion energ
varied from 5 to 100 eV, the portion of the ion’s chemic
functionality that is transferred to the surface depends u
the ion–surface collision energy. Increasing the incident
energy will also increase the ion-induced surface damage
manifested in adsorbate or substrate atom sputtering, de
creation, and adsorbate bond cleavage.19–21 Finally, the
chemical nature of the surface changes continuously f
organic to inorganic as the ion energy is increased from,5
to .100 eV.

Several studies have examined reactive and inela
scattering of fluorocarbon ions off surfaces.22–24 For ex-
ample, CFx

1 scattering off various surfaces found ener
transfer to the surface to be very efficient and depend
upon ion and surface structure.23 Energy transfer has als
been studied for C3F5

1 ions scattering off fluorocarbon~FC!
surfaces and the kinetic to internal energy transfer was fo
to be;20%.22 However, scattering studies only provide i
direct information on the ion-induced surface chemistry
morphology.

B. Role of polyatomic ions in plasma–surface
modification

Plasma processing is widely used for the modification
material surfaces and the deposition of thin films. Plas
polymerization involves formation of a highly cross-linke
polymer film from an organic precursor in an electric
discharge.25–27 Plasma processing, including plasma po
merization, is gaining popularity due to its experimental fle
ibility, the wide range of surface properties that it can impa
and its rapid treatment time. The method precludes subs
swelling due to solvent absorption and is environmenta
friendly due to the lack of solvent waste.

FC plasmas have been the subject of extensive app
and fundamental research to understand the modificatio
polymers and silicon surfaces.28–34 Deposition of FC films
can improve the physical properties of inexpensive polym
materials by imparting them with protective, protein res
tant, gas semipermeable, low dielectric constant, or unu
optical properties. FC films on polymers have a wide vari
of applications in biomaterials, optics, chemical sensors,
electronics.25–27,29,35–37For example, FC films from plasma
have been used as diffusion barriers in drug delivery syst
and for producing vascular implant devices that res
biofouling.27,38 Perhaps the most economically significa
application of FC plasmas is in silicon-based microelectr
ics, where they are utilized to reactively ion etch SiO2 pref-
erentially over Si for the development of lithograph
features.30,31Growth of a protective FC film~or plasma poly-
mer! on Si is a critical step in this etching process.

Despite the widespread application of FC plasmas,
producibility and process control issues limit their practic
r
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implementation and lead to fluctuation in the properties
films created in different reactors.27,39,40Research has sough
to overcome these problems by developing a fundame
understanding of the physical properties that govern plasm
surface modification under well-defined experimen
conditions.30–32One approach is to directly probe active sp
cies in the plasma while controlling their various operation
parameters, including plasma excitation frequency, pow
organic precursor, pressure, and surface temperature.30,34,41

Another approach is to examine the surface chemistry
morphology following plasma treatment.25,42 Computer
simulations of plasma–surface interactions have also bec
an invaluable predictive tool. Many of the events that lead
thin-film growth take place within a few picoseconds~ps! of
deposition, making plasma–surface interactions ideal
study with molecular dynamics~MD! simulations.43

These approaches to studying plasmas have been h
fruitful, but nevertheless possess several drawbacks. D
probes of active species in the plasma and analysis of pla
modified surfaces only provide limited information on ho
specific particle–surface interactions affect the surface pr
erties. Computer simulations of plasmas are only as accu
as the input data on particle–particle and particle–surf
collisions.44 The active particles in plasmas include atom
ions and neutrals, electrons, vacuum ultraviolet photo
polyatomic ions, and radicals.21,27,45 The ions and neutrals
have kinetic energies ranging from thermal up to 10’s of
and are generated by electron impact of the polyato
feedgas, gas phase polymerization, and interactions with
substrate and reactor walls. These particles contribute
growth of the plasma polymer in a distinct and compl
fashion.

Larger CxFy ions and radicals appear to play a role
polymer deposition from FC plasmas. Mass spectrometry
found that CxFy ions and neutrals up tox59 are variously
produced in FC plasmas from CF4, C2F6 , C3F6 , and C4F8

feedgases.33,34,46Their presence has lead to speculation t
these larger CxFy species play a critical role in polyme
deposition from FC plasmas onto Si. These larger CxFy spe-
cies are also important in the other major use of FC plasm
the deposition of thin FC films on polymers. FC films ha
been grown on polymers from an even wider selection
large FC feedgases than those used in reactive ion etchin
Si, including C3F6 , C3F6O, C6F5CHCH2, and others.36,39,47

Electron impact ionization data,13 the aforementioned studie
on silicon, sputtering of polytetrafluoroethylene to produ
FC films on polymers similar to those produced by F
plasmas,48,49and the production of higher mass CxFy

1 ions by
sputtering during secondary ion mass spectrometry
polytetrafluoroethylene50 all support the importance of thes
large CxFy species in FC film formation on polymers.

However, the precise role of larger ions in plasma po
merization and etching remains largely unexplored. Kno
edge of the energy and ion structural dependence of
polyatomic–surface interaction will aid the goal of compu
modeling of plasma–surface interactions, which may ev
tually permit rational optimization of plasmas.44 Ion beams
of specific mass, kinetic energy, and fluence incident
well-defined surfaces can provide some of the fundame
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information needed to understand the role of energetic p
atomics in plasmas.14

C. Topics covered by this article

Our experiments examine 25–100 eV CF3
1 and C3F5

1

ion modification of a polystyrene~PS! surface, analyzed by
x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. Our molecular dynam
computer simulations probe the structurally and chemic
similar reactions of 20–100 eV CH3

1 and C3H5
1 with PS. We

focus on the effect of the molecular structure of the projec
ions and their kinetic energy on the ion-induced surfa
chemistry. We have previously shown that 10–100 eV S5

1

and C3F5
1 lead to F atom donation versus CxFy grafting dur-

ing PS surface modification, respectively.1 CF3
1 and C3F5

1

ions were selected because direct probes of plasma and
tron impact~EI! mass spectra provided evidence of their fo
mation from many FC feedgases.33,34,46PS is used here be
cause it has often been the subject of plasma– and i
surface studies due to its structural simplicity.1,2,28,51–53

Some of the results presented here have been previously
lished in an abbreviated article.54

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

PS films were prepared by spin coating onto 2.5
diam stainless steel disks from 0.3% polystyrene~PS mo-
lecular weight 4,600 Da, Aldrich! solution in CH2Cl2 . The
absence of oxygen, solvent, and other contamination on
PS surfaces was verified by survey x-ray photoelectron s
tra ~XPS!, ~not shown!, observation of 5.5%p –p* peak
intensity at 291.8 eV, and valence band spectra, all in ag
ment with the literature~see below!.53 The absence of signa
from the stainless steel substrate in the survey XPS c
firmed the continuity of the PS film with a thickness excee
ing the;8 nm sampling depth.55

The experimental apparatus consists of a differentia
pumped, mass-separated, low energy ion source attach
two distinct vacuum chambers for preparation and analy
with base pressures of;131028 and ;23109 Torr,
respectively.3 FC ions were generated in the source by 80
EI from C3F6 precursor gas~Matheson!. The FC ions were
extracted from the ion source, accelerated to 1 keV, t
either CF3

1 or C3F5
1 was velocity selected by the Wien filte

Fast neutrals were eliminated from the beam by a 3° ben
the ion beam column. The ions were decelerated, refocu
and transmitted using a series of dc ion lenses to the
surface at normal incidence. The pressure in the prepara
chamber increased to;831028 Torr during the ion bom-
bardment, due to C3F6 gas loading from the ion source. Con
trol experiments found that no surface chemical chan
were induced by the background gas or low energy electr
from a flood gun used for charge compensation.1,2 Projectile
ion kinetic energies were varied from 25 to 100 eV and
ion current was maintained at 15–20 nA during ion exp
sure. The energy distribution of the ion beam was<2.5 eV
FWHM and the error in the absolute ion energy was61 eV.
Ion fluences were equivalent to 1.531016 F atoms/cm2 ex-
cept for the fluence dependent studies which were va
from 7.531014 to 1.531016 F atoms/cm2. Absolute errors in
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the ion fluences were approximately 20%. The PS films w
transferred directly to the analyzing chamber after the
bombardment, without air exposure.

All XPS were acquired using a high resolution mon
chromatic Al-Ka x-ray source~15 keV, 25 mA emission cur-
rent, VSW MX10 with 700 mm Rowland circle monochro
mator! and a 150 mm concentric hemispherical electr
energy analyzer~VSW Class 150! operated in constant en
ergy analyzer mode. The photoemission angle was norma
the surface and the pass energy was normally 22 eV, ex
for the 44 eV pass energy used to collect the valence b
spectra. This XPS instrument was found to give electron
ergy resolutions of 0.75 and 1.16 eV~FWHM! for the
Ag(3d5/2) peak on a clean polycrystalline Ag foil at pas
energies of 22 and 44 eV, respectively. The XPS acquisi
time was 2–3 h, during which no x-ray damage to any of
films was observed. All XPS were referenced to t
aliphatic/aromatic C~1s! core level photoemission peak o
untreated PS at 285.0 eV.

Curve fitting was performed with the Spectra softwa
~VSW! using Shirley background and 35:65 Lorentzia
Gaussian product line shapes of variable widths.52,55 Atomic
concentration percentages were determined from the C~1s!
and F~1s! peak areas with the aid of elemental sensitiv
factors56 and the transmission function for the analyz
~VSW!. Earlier work employed linear background subtra
tion and a 10:90 Lorentzian/Gaussian line shape.3 However,
there are only minor changes in the C~1s! component per-
centages using the improved deconvolution methodology
scribed here. Discrepancies in the component values c
pared with those previously reported can be attributed to
prior use of an achromatic Mg-Ka source and lower resolu
tion electron energy analyzer.1 In the present work, the us
of a monochromatic Al-Ka x-ray source enhances confiden
in the fitting procedure both by increasing the energy re
lution and removing x-ray satellites. The C~1s! p –p* fea-
ture is expected to decrease with ion exposure due to dam
to the aromatic ring and the formation of unsaturated car
bonding environments on the surface.2,28 This fact, combined
with the overlap of thep –p* feature with the higher inten-
sity fluorinated C~1s! components, precluded any attempt
determine the contribution of thep –p* feature to the ion-
modified films. Indeterminate error in the elemental a
component percentages from XPS results from thep –p*
contribution and other factors and is on the order of a f
percent. Scatter in this data is shown in the tables, bu
excluded from the graphs because the error bars gene
appear quite small relative to the graph features.

III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The computational work consisted of MD simulations
the impact of comparable hydrocarbon ions on PS at sim
incident kinetic energies. To implement the simulation
Newton’s equations of motion were integrated with a thir
order Nordsieck predictor corrector57 and the atoms in the
system were allowed to move in time in response to
applied forces. Trajectories were performed with timeste
of 0.2 fs. The potential used to calculate the short-range
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teratomic forces is the reactive empirical-bond order pot
tial for hydrocarbons as originally parameterized
Brenner58 and improved within the last few years.59 This
potential offers advantages over molecular mechanics m
ods because it allows for new bond formation and bo
breaking, a crucial criteria for a realistic treatment of ion
surface deposition. In addition, it is able to model thousa
of atoms in relatively short periods on standard workstat
computers. However, the approximations involved in the
tential’s formulation result in instances60 where it predicts
reaction rates that do not agree exactly with experime
values. Furthermore, effects from orbital resonance and e
tronic excitations are not included. Nevertheless, this po
tial has been successfully used to obtain insight into a var
of processes such as molecule-surface collisions,61 cluster–
surface collisions,10,59 and the chemical vapor deposition
diamond.62 The short-range many-body potential is coupl
to a Lennard Jones potential57 that is active only at distance
greater than the covalent bond lengths in order to model
long range van der Waals interactions within the PS surfa

Hydrocarbon analogs of the fluorocarbon species
modeled due to the lack of a reactive many-body poten
for fluorocarbons at this time. The overall behavior of t
fluorocarbon and hydrocarbon ions should be similar beca
their bond energies and chemical behaviors are simila63

There will be some differences in behavior, however, as
more likely to react with the PS surface than H.63 These
differences are expected to influence the results somew
~see below!. The PS surfaces used in the simulations c
tained nine layers for a total depth of 50 Å. The bottomm
layer was held rigid throughout the simulation. The ne
layer from the bottom and 0.5 Å from the slab edges h
Langevin frictional forces57 applied. This maintained the su
face temperature at 300 K and mimicked the heat dissipa
properties of a real surface. The rest of the atoms in
system~surface and ion! did not have any constraints place
upon them and were designated as ‘‘active.’’ The impact
CH3

1 and C3H5
1 species collided at different locations with

the active zone of the surface at normal incidence with
ternal energies of 20, 50, or 100 eV. Each trajectory w
performed 40 times and the simulations ran from 0.4 to
ps before it was determined that the result was not goin
change. Thus the simulations model the impact of single i
on pristine PS rather than the continuous bombardment
occurs in the experiments.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

XPS survey scans as well as high resolution C~1s! and
F~1s! spectra were recorded following exposure of the
surface to CF3

1 and C3F5
1 at ion fluences equivalent to 1.

31016 F atoms/cm2. XPS survey scans show that carbon a
fluorine are the only elements present following io
exposure~data not shown!. Figure 1 displays the C~1s! spec-
tra for PS modified by 25, 50, and 100 eV C3F5

1 . C~1s!
spectra for PS both unmodified and modified by 25 and
eV CF3

1 have been previously published.54 Unmodified PS
exhibits a C~1s! hydrocarbon peak at 285.0 eV with 1.0 e
width ~FWHM! due to both the alkyl backbone and the ar
-
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matic ring carbons, while an additional peak at 291.8 eV
attributed to thep –p* shakeup transition with 5.5% of the
total C~1s! intensity ~data not shown!.64,65

All the ion-modified C~1s! spectra display high energ
shoulders ranging from 286 to 294 eV that are attributed
variously fluorinated carbon. The intensity of these FC co
ponents depends strongly on both the incident ion and
kinetic energy. The C~1s! peaks due to CHn ~aliphatic/
aromatic! are set to the standard value of 285.0 eV, with
0.95 eV width.1,52 All other C~1s! components due to fluori
nated carbon are referenced to the main 285.0 eV peak
assigned as follows~CI denotes the detected carbon atom a
peak width is given in parentheses as FWHM!: CI CFn at
286.2 eV ~1.9 eV!, CI FCFn at 288.7 eV~1.8 eV!, CI F2 at
291.1 eV~1.4 eV!, CI F3 at 293.3 eV~1.4 eV!, andp –p* at
291.8 eV. Overall, these peak assignments and widths
consistent with previously reported values for FC polym
and plasma polymerized films, except as noted in the n
paragraph.1,3,38,52,66

There are two ambiguities in the C~1s! XPS peak assign-
ments, the first being the attribution of the 286.2 eV pe
We have previously assigned this peak jointly to CI CFn and
CI F, the latter of which includes CI FC, CI FCHx , and other
monofluorinated carbon atoms without anyb fluorine.54 We
made the dual CI F/CI CFn assignment for the 286.2 eV peak
accordance with the literature52 and because a distinct CI F
peak is not typically observed in FC films with multiple F
environments. However, we have also previously obser
the pure CI F peak in thep-fluoro-PS model compound to

FIG. 1. C~1s! region of XPS of PS thin films modified by 25~bottom!, 50
~middle!, and 100 eV C3F5

1 ~top!. This and all subsequent spectra record
at ion fluence equivalent to 1.531016 F atoms/cm2, unless otherwise noted
Components of C~1s! peak are labeled, with detected carbon atom und
lined.
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TABLE I. Deconvolution of C~1s! XPS peak components and atomic percentage fluorine from F~1s!/C~1s! ratio
for polystyrene exposed to CF3

1 and C3F5
1 at fluences of 1.531016 F atoms/ cm2.

Binding 25 eV CF3
1 25 eV C3F5

1 50 eV CF3
1 50 eV C3F5

1 100 eV
Component energy~eV! ~%! ~%! ~%! ~%! C3F5

1 ~%!

CH 285.0 70.560.1 54.460.4 38.060.4 12.260.1 9.060.3
CI CFn 286.2 23.260.3 30.960.2 32.660.1 41.760.8 60.561.2
CI FCFn 288.7 0.260.1 7.860.1 14.960.3 26.560.1 21.660.4
CI F2 291.1 2.560.2 7.060.2 10.060.3 15.660.3 7.860.6
CI F3 293.3 3.660.3 0.060.0 4.460.5 3.960.1 1.360.1
Total Fluorocarbon 29.660.4 45.660.5 61.960.4 87.760.5 91.160.9
Total Fluorine 30.260.5 40.060.7 54.460.5 59.360.1 54.060.5
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appear at 287.2 eV.1 Thus, while a pure CI F peak should
appear between the CI FCFn peak at 288.7 eV and the peak
286.2 eV, we never observed such a peak~see below!. Fur-
thermore,ab initio calculations support different peak shif
for CI F and CI CFn .66 Finally, fluence dependent studies a
overall evaluation of our data~see below! are consistent with
assignation of the 286.2 eV peak to predominantly CI CFn .
For example, the peak at 286.2 eV for 25 eV CF3

1 ion-
modified PS is likely due entirely to CI CFn . For this reason,
a narrow width of 1.2 eV was used to fit to the 286.2 e
peak of 25 eV CF3

1 modified PS. The 286.2 eV peaks of th
other ion-modified PS are fit with a width of 1.9 eV to a
count for the possibility of a minor, albeit unresolved CI F
component. The second ambiguity in the C~1s! XPS peak
assignments involves consideration of the C~1s! p –p* peak
in the fluorinated films. Thep –p* peak is not fit in the
fluorinated films due to overlap with CI F3 and CI F2 compo-
nents: the former is expected to decrease with ion expo
due to ion-induced damage to the aromatic ring and form
tion of saturated carbon bonding environments on
surface.2,28

The F~1s! peak area generally increases with ion ener
while native PS did not display any F~1s! peak ~data not
shown!. Furthermore, the F~1s! peak area is larger for C3F5

1

than CF3
1 deposition at similar total ion energy and simil

energy/atom. All F~1s! spectra of the ion-exposed PS di
played only slight differences in widths, ranging from 1.9
2.3 eV. Nop –p* shakeup satellites were observed near 6
eV, indicating that aromatic fluorine is either not domina
or absent.67

Deconvolution and area analysis of the XPS F~1s! and
C~1s! peaks were used to generate Table I, which displ
percentages of each individual FC component, total FC,
total fluorine of the ion-modified PS films~see below!.

Figure 2 displays the valence band~VB! XPS of native
PS and PS modified by 25, 50, and 100 eV C3F5

1 . Like the
core level spectra, the VB spectra for C3F5

1 modified PS also
indicate a change in film chemistry and aromaticity with i
energy. The VB spectrum of native PS~bottom of Fig. 2! is
in excellent agreement with previously publish
spectra.53,68,69 The number of peaks, binding energies, a
positions for the PS VB are very similar to those observ
for solid benzene, although the peak intensities are slig
different.68,70 Therefore, many of the benzene VB peak a
signments are employed here for PS. All the spectra in Fi
show peaks at 13, 17, and 20 eV attributed to the C(2ss)
re
-

e

,

5
t

s
d

d
ly
-
2

orbital, peaks at 4–6 eV attributed to the C(2pp) orbitals,
and peaks at 8–11 eV attributed to the C(2ps) orbitals. The
C(2ps) peaks near 8–11 eV increase in intensity with i
energy, as more saturated bonding environments are form
However, the low intensity C(2pp) peaks near 4–6 eV dis
appear with ion exposure, consistent with a reduction in a
maticity when moving from native PS to the FC films. Th
C(2ss) orbital peaks at 13, 17, and 20 eV binding energy
also altered by C3F5

1 ion modification. The C3F5
1 modified

PS spectra additionally display a broad peak at;33 eV due
to F~2s! which is typical for FC polymers.71 The 25 eV C3F5

1

VB spectra also display a shoulder on this F~2s! peak at 35
eV binding energy, presumably due to an additional F
bital.

Table II summarizes the C~1s! composition of 50 eV
C3F5

1 modified PS for ion fluences ranging from 0.2 to 3
31015 ions/cm2. Changes in the relative percentages of t
fluorinated C~1s! components are displayed in Fig. 3 aft

FIG. 2. Valence band XPS of native PS thin film~bottom!, and same modi-
fied by 25, 50, and 100 eV C3F5

1 ~top!.
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TABLE II. Fluence dependence of fluorocarbon film formed on polystyrene by 50 eV C3F5
1 ions, calculated by

deconvolution of C~1s! XPS peak components and atomic percentage of fluorine from F~1s!/C~1s!.

Component
Binding

energy~eV!

Ion fluence (ions/cm2)

1.531014 3.031014 1.031015 2.031015 2.631015 3.331015

CH 285.0 72.961.1 67.161.3 55.260.9 51.061.3 22.161.1 12.260.1
CI CFn 286.2 16.960.8 22.060.8 29.760.4 29.760.3 40.960.3 41.760.8
CI FCFn 288.7 5.060.2 5.760.6 8.160.2 10.561.3 20.860.4 26.560.1
CI F2 291.1 5.160.4 4.560.5 6.160.1 7.860.3 14.060.4 15.660.3
CI F3 293.3 0.360.0 0.360.0 0.660.1 0.860.1 2.260.5 3.960.1
Total Fluorocarbon 27.361.0 32.761.8 44.460.8 48.861.2 77.761.6 87.760.5
Total Fluorine 31.061.2 33.260.9 38.561.1 46.960.8 54.260.9 59.360.1
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normalization by removal of the CH component percenta
Figure 3 shows that total film fluorination increases w
C3F5

1 fluence. The distribution of FC components is nea
constant up to;231015 ions/cm2, with the fluctuation near
331014 ions/cm2 attributed to noise in the data. Beyon
;231015 ions/cm2 fluence, the percentage of CI CFn de-
creases, while the percentages of CI FCFn , CI F2, and CI F3 in-
crease. Total fluorination continually increases across
transition point because the FC film thickness remains
than the;8 nm XPS sampling depth, permitting continuin
detection of the underlying CH component. Shifts in
C~1s! peak positions with fluence are,0.2 eV.

Table I shows that individual FC component, total F
and total fluorine percentages of the film all vary with inc
dent ion energy and structure. Figure 4 displays the perc
ages of total fluorine~top! and fluorinated carbon~both a
andb, bottom!. As a general trend, the atomic percentage
fluorine increases with both ion energy and mass.

Figure 5 displays the relative percentages of each
moiety~normalized after removal of the nonfluorinated C~1s!
peak component!. The results clearly indicate that PS surfa

FIG. 3. Total fluorine and individual fluorocarbon component percenta
~normalized! on PS following modification with 50 eV C3F5

1 ions at flu-
ences ranging from 0.15 to 3.331015 ions/cm2.
e.
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l

,

t-

f

C

chemistry depends upon both the ion structure and kin
energy. The large CI F3 and small CI FCFn component indi-
cates 25 eV CF3

1 remains mostly intact. 25 eV C3F5
1 is also

found to deposit mostly intact, as indicated by the absenc
a CI F3 component. The size of the CI CFn component for both
ions at 25 eV indicates covalent attachment of the intact i
to PS. At 50 and 100 eV the deposited ions undergo at le
partial fragmentation. Both ions also react directly with t
PS surface to form covalent bonds, as indicated by the la
CI CFn components. The increases in CI CFn and CI FCFn com-
ponents with kinetic energy~Fig. 5! are indicative of an in-
crease in crosslinking of the FC film.72

V. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

The simulations considered the deposition of CH3
1 and

various isomers of C3H5
1 on the PS surface at incident ene

gies of 20, 50, and 100 eV. The ground state structure
C3H5

1 is CH2– C1H–CH2, which is a resonant structur
where each C–C bond has a bond order of 1.5.57 All the
C3H5

1 simulations used this ground state structure exc
where explicitly noted otherwise.

The first system to be considered by the MD simulatio
was the impact of CH3

1 with the PS surface at incident en
ergies of 20 and 50 eV. At the lower energy, the CH3

1 ions

s
FIG. 4. Percentages of total fluorine~top! and fluorocarbon~bottom! after
modification by 25–100 eV CF3

1 and C3F5
1 .
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remain intact about 50% of the time and either scatter aw
without reacting~about 8% of the time! or embed within the
PS surface~about 42% of the time!. When the collision does
cause the incident ion to dissociate, some of the fragm
scatter away, sometimes with a hydrogen atom abstra
from the surface. In contrast, at 50 eV, the CH3

1 rarely re-
mains intact, as the collisions cause the ions to dissoc
into fragments in over 93% of the trajectories. Most of t
hydrogen atoms that are knocked loose scatter away from
surface but almost all of the fragments containing carbon
captured by the PS surface. In addition, many more fr
ments react with one or two hydrogen atoms from the s
face than predicted at lower energy.

Similar trends of increasing fragmentation and chemi
reactions are predicted by simulations for 20, 50, and 100
C3H5

1 impact with PS. 20 eV C3H5
1 remains intact and em

beds into the PS surface in over 54% of the trajectories
eV C3H5

1 scatters away from the surface without reacting
15% of the trajectories. When fragmentation or reactions
occur for 20 eV C3H5

1 , they mainly involve the breaking o
formation of carbon–hydrogren bonds.

At 50 eV, the C3H5
1 fragments and reacts with the P

surface in over 94% of the trajectories. About 40% of the
trajectories lead to the fragmentation of either one or b
carbon–carbon bonds within the ion~with roughly equal
probability!. The resulting fragments either scatter away,
act with surface hydrogen and then scatter away, or rem
embedded in the PS surface. The remaining 50 eV C3H5

1

trajectories that predict fragmentation or reaction involve
loss, abstraction, or exchange of hydrogen atoms only.

FIG. 5. Percentages of each fluorocarbon component~normalized after re-
moval of the nonfluorinated C~1s! peak component! after modification by
25–100 eV CF3

1 and C3F5
1 .
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At 100 eV, all the trajectories predict fragmentation
C3H5

1 , with all products the result of breaking at least o
carbon–carbon bond in the incident ion. There is also
creased reaction with the surface as evidenced by the for
tion of complex structures involving carbon and hydrog
atoms from both the incident ion and the PS surface. A
gether, 16% of impact products from 100 eV C3H5

1 are par-
tially composed of carbon and hydrogen atoms from the
surface such as CI HhCI CHCHCH. The specific notation use
is that ‘‘C’’ and ‘‘H’’ are carbon and hydrogen from the
incident ion while ‘‘CI ’’ and ‘‘h’’ are carbon and hydrogen
from the PS. In one trajectory, a benzene ring is knocked
of the PS surface where two hydrogen atoms and one ca
atom of it are replaced by carbon and hydrogen from
incident C3H5

1 .
These results are summarized in Fig. 6, which shows

percentage of the products that remain bonded to or em
ded in the PS surface, and Fig. 7, which shows the amoun
hydrogen scattered away from the PS following the depo
tion. Figure 6~h! is the computational analog of Fig. 4~bot-
tom! and illustrates the total amount ofa- and b-bonded
H–C fragments that result from the ion–surface collision

At this point it is useful to compare the results for CH3
1

at 20 eV and C3H5
1 at 50 eV, where the energy/atom

approximately the same. 65% of the impact products from
eV C3H5

1 are new CxHy , with many of the fragments em
bedding themselves into the PS surface. Additionally, 50
C3H5

1 adsorbs on or penetrates into the surface over 32%
the time, sometimes knocking out surface hydrogen atom
do so. Simple scattering away from the PS only occurs ab
2% of the time. In contrast, 20 eV CH3

1 scatters away from
the surface 20% of the time, sometimes taking a surf
hydrogen atom with it. It adsorbs on or embeds itself with
the PS the rest of the time but no fragmentation of incid
CH3

1 is observed. Therefore, despite the fact that the ene
atom is nearly the same for these two processes the re
are very different and depend on the composition of the
cident species.

When a comparison is made between the results for
pacts of CH3

1 and C3H5
1 at the same incident energy of 20 o

50 eV, it can be seen that overall similar behaviors are p
dicted for the two ions when they impact at the same ene
At 20 eV, both ions scatter away without reacting or emb
themselves in the PS surface without reacting about half
time. In contrast, at 50 eV, both ions dissociate and re
with the PS surface most of the time. Not surprisingly, t
larger C3H5

1 ion dissociates into a larger variety of speci
than the CH3

1 ion.
Because the incident polyatomic ions in plasmas m

exist in excited states, we have considered how the struc
of the incident ion affects the results of the impact. Tw
excited state isomers are considered, CH3– C1

vCH2 and
CH3– CH–C1H, in addition to the ground state structur
CH2– C1H–CH2. Differences are predicted that depend
the specifics of the ionic structure. For example, when
incident structure contains CH3 moieties, methyl radicals are
predicted to form in 11%–13% of the trajectories either e
bedded in the surface or scattered away from the surface
contrast, when the incident structure is in its ground state
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FIG. 6. Summary of the computational results for the deposition of CH3
1 and C3H5

1~CH2– C1H–CH2) on PS at incident kinetic energies of 20, 50, and 1
eV, showing the percentage of the indicated product species that remain bonded to or embedded in the PS surface. The results represent the averaa from
40 trajectories for each incident ion and kinetic energy.
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CH2– C1H–CH2, methyl fragments are formed in only 1%
of the trajectories. When a comparison is made of the n
dissociative impact products, it is found that 8% a
CH2– C1H–CH2, 6% are CH3– C1

vCH2 and 2% are
CH3– CHvC1H. So, the CH3– CHvC1H is easiest to dis-
sociate while, as expected, the CH2– CH1 – CH2 is the most
difficult to dissociate. In the CH2– C1H–CH2 impact trajec-
tories, 9% of the products are CH2, while in the
CH3– C1

vCH2 and CH3– CHvC1H impact trajectories,
CH2 makes up only 7% and 4%, respectively, of the imp
products. If CH2 is considered to be the main building bloc
of polymer film formation, then these results suggest t
CH2– C1H–CH2 results in more efficient growth of polyme
films than the excited state isomers. In the CH3–CHvC1H
impact trajectories, 15% of the products are CHCH, wh
the CH2– C1H–CH2 impact trajectories produce 6% CHC
and the CH3– C1

vCH2 impact trajectories only produc
1% CHCH. This is also due to the difference in structu
Thus, in those trajectories where there is only minimal d
sociation or reaction, the structure of the major portion of
ion closely matches the incident ion structure, causing
ther differences in the structure of the adsorbed spe
within the PS surface. Over the course of an actual dep
tion, the accumulation of these different fragments co
have a significant effect on the structure of the thin fi
grown.

FIG. 7. Illustration of the percentage of hydrogen atoms scattered from
surface after the deposition of CH3

1 and C3H5
1(CH2– C1H–CH2) on PS at

incident energies of 20, 50, and 100 eV. The results represent the ave
data from 40 trajectories for each incident ion and kinetic energy.
n-
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t

.
-
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The simulations were also able to track how the ma
mum penetration depths of the ions changed with incid
energy, species, and ionic structure. As expected, as the
cident energy increased so did the maximum penetra
depth. However, this trend was not uniform, as the maxim
penetration depth occurred for one of the C3H5

1 isomers at an
incident energy of 50 rather than 100 eV. In addition, t
maximum penetration depth varied greatly with the struct
of the C3H5

1 isomer, varying from 1.5 to 3.4 nm. This varia
tion can be explained as follows. For the three kinds of i
meric structures of C3H5

1 considered, CH3– C1
vCH2 and

CH3–CHvC1H produce CH3 more easily, so the fragment
that penetrate most deeply for these incident isomers are3
to approximately the same depth. In contrast,
CH2– C1H–CH2 isomer produces CH2 more easily, so the
fragments that penetrate most deeply for this incident iso
is CH2. Since CH2 is smaller than CH3 , it is able to pen-
etrate the substrate more deeply than CH3. From Table III, it
is clear that the smaller the fragment is, the deeper it
penetrate into the surface. There is one exception to
trend, H’s depth for CH3

1 50 eV impact is smaller than
CH2’s depth for CH2– C1H–CH2 50 eV impact. This is due
to the greater energy of dissociation for the H from CH3

1

than CH2 from CH2– C1H–CH2. Finally, between the two
ions considered, the larger the incident ion, the greater
penetration depth.

In all the simulation trajectories, the ions transfer t
majority of their incident kinetic energy to the surface. How
ever, the exact amount varies with changes in the ion, in
dent energy, and any chemical reactions that occur as a r
of the collision. When the CH3

1 ion impacts at 20 eV and
scatters away, about 84% of the energy is transferred to,
dissipated by, the PS. About 11% remains unchanged as
kinetic energy, and around 5% is transformed into ion int
nal energy~manifest as vibrations and rotations!. In contrast,
when the CH2– C1H–CH2 ion impacts at 20 eV and scatte
away, 95% of the energy is transferred to the surface, w
only 2% remains as ion kinetic energy and 3% is tra
formed into internal ion energy. Some change is predic
when the collision outcome is incorporation of the ion with
the surface. In this case, there is much less difference
tween the outcomes for the CH3

1 and CH2– C1H–CH2 ions,
with 97%–98% of the incident kinetic energy transferred
the PS and 2%–3% transformed into internal ionic ener
At incident energy of 50 eV, the CH3

1 is always incorporated
within the PS. About 97% of the ion incident energy is tran
ferred to the surface when the ion fragments into CH21H,

e

ed
the
TABLE III. Summary of the maximum depth distributions~in nm! for fragments from incident ions within the polystyrene surface obtained from
molecular dynamics simulations.

20 eV 50 eV 100 eV

Components CH3
1 CH2– C1H–CH2 CH3

1 CH2– C1H–CH2 CH3– C1
vCH2 CH3CHvC1H CH2– C1H–CH2

CH2 1.9 ¯ ¯ 3.3 ¯ ¯ ¯

C3H5 ¯ 1.3 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

H ¯ ¯ 2.9 ¯ ¯ ¯ 3.2
CH3 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ 1.5 1.6 ¯
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while over 99% is transferred to the PS when the ion
incorporated with no fragmentation.

For CH2– C1H–CH2 at 50 eV, the energy transfers d
pend slightly on the decay mechanisms. For instance, w
the ion fragments into C3Hn15-nH, 5% of the energy is
transformed into internal energy and 94% is transferred
the surface. However, when the ion fragments into C2H31
CH2, only 1% is in internal energy and 99% is transferred
the surface. For the excited state isomers of C3H5

1

(CH3– C1
vCH2 and CH3–CHvC1H!, the energy transfe

trends also depend on the decay mechanisms. When CH3 is
produced, the energy transferred to the surface is almos
more than when no CH3 is produced. Since both
CH3– C1

vCH2 and CH3–CHvC1H produce CH3 more
readily than CH2– C1H–CH2, the energy transfer for thes
excited state structures is slightly greater than
CH2– C1H–CH2. In all cases, if the fragments form chem
cal bonds with atoms in the PS surface, less kinetic ene
transferred to the surface as heat. Also, fragments that sc
away from the surface on impact transfer less kinetic ene
to the surface and retain more of their incident energy as
kinetic energy.

At 100 eV the same trends are predicted as were see
the 50 eV trajectories. Because more fragments are prod
on impact at 100 eV, a slightly lower fraction of the incide
energy is transferred to the surface as surface kinetic en
while more energy is used to overcome reaction barriers o
scatter fragments away from the surface. In general, 100
C3H5

1 transfers 98% of incident kinetic energy to the surfa
while 50 eV C3H5

1 transfers about 97% of the incident k
netic energy to the surface.

VI. DISCUSSION

A. Effect of ion structure and kinetic energy

The experimental results summarized in Figs. 4 an
demonstrate that CF3

1 and C3F5
1 are deposited on and rea

with the PS surface. Each ion leads to different PS fi
chemistry, when compared at either similar total ion ene
or energy/atom. These ions form a distribution of differe
FC functional groups in amounts dependent upon the i
dent ion energy, structure, and fluence~Fig. 5!. Both ions
deposit mostly intact upon the surface at 25 eV, with C3F5

1

maintaining a structure similar to the proposed CF25CFCF2
1

gas phase structure.73 However, both ions undergo som
crosslinking upon deposition~see below!. Fragmentation of
both ions increases as the ion energies are increased
eV. Both ions form covalent bonds with the PS surface at
energies. The FC films formed by ion modification displ
little or no aromaticity compared with the native PS surfa
Figure 4 shows that total fluorine content and the fraction
FC both increase with ion size, indicating that the larger
more efficiently fluorinates PS. Both ions show increases
absolute fluorine content and the fraction of FC when cha
ing the ion energy from 25 to 50 eV. However, both me
sures of fluorination change only slightly as the larger io
energy is increased further to 100 eV. While the trends
fluorine content and FC are similar, their absolute valu
diverge at higher energies. This divergence can be attrib
s
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mostly to differences in both film morphology and inelas
mean free paths of C~1s! vs F~1s! photoelectrons. The ap
pearance of unmodified CH in all the XPS recorded indica
that either the FC film thickness is less than the;8 nm
sampling depth of XPS or the FC films have pinholes. Ho
ever, film thickness and morphology are not discussed
ther here as they are the subject of ongoing work.

The simulations predict that the hydrocarbon analogs
CF3

1 and C3F5
1 , CH3

1 and C3H5
1 , also react with the PS

surface on impact over a range of incident energies. T
simulations illustrate the mechanisms by which the imp
reactions depend on the incident ion, its structure, and
energy. At 20 eV, the ions remain mostly intact and eith
embed or scatter from the surface without reacting. At 50
the ions undergo fragmentation most of the time, and at
eV the C3H5

1 ion fragments all of the time. These trends a
shown by more intact C3H5 from low energy C3H5

1 @see Fig.
6~g! and compare with CI F2 and CI FCFn components in Fig.
5#, more intact CH3 from lower energy CH3

1 @see Fig. 6~a!
and compare with CI F3 components in Fig. 5#, and greater
CH from both ions at higher energies@see Figure 6~c!#. Thus,
despite the fact that the energy/atom is nearly the same
the CH3

1 at 20 eV and C3H5
1 at 50 eV, the collision out-

comes for these two cases are significantly different. At
same incident energy, the overall behavior of the two ions
impact is similar to one another. However, the larger C3H5

1

ion produces a greater variety of products than the sma
CH3

1 . When the incident ion dissociates, most of the fra
ments react with the PS surface to form covalent bonds
embed within the surface. Furthermore, those fragments
scatter away from the surface sometimes take with them
valently bound surface atoms. Figure 7 shows that 50
C3H5

1 ions produce the most scattered H atoms.
While the experiments do not examine isomer effects

the deposited ions, the simulations demonstrate their imp
tance. The chemical products of the collisions are seen
depend significantly on the structure of the incident isom
as illustrated in Table III for C3H5

1 at 50 eV. The simulations
further indicate that the maximum penetration depth of
fragments depends on ionic structure, incident energy,
the identity of the penetrating fragment, as shown in Ta
III. The simulations predict that when the incident C3H5

1 ion
is in its ground state of CH2– C1H–CH2, methyl fragments
are formed in only 1% of the trajectories, while when
impacts as a higher energy isomer, significantly more me
fragments are formed on impact. The fact that the exp
mental C3F5

1 impact results show no detectable CF3 forma-
tion at 25 eV~see Fig. 5! is therefore a strong suggestion th
most of the incident C3F5

1 is in the CF2vCF1CF2 form, or
the ground state. While C3H5

1 and C3F5
1 are shown here to

have different bond orders and charges in their ground sta
these characteristics may not have been accurately d
mined by the previous gas phase experiments on C3F5

1 .73

Furthermore, the simulations indicate that the production
methyl depends heavily on its presence in the incident C3H5

1

ion prior to impact. The ground state structures of bo
C3H5

1 and C3F5
1 contain CH2 or CF2 units rather than CH3

or CF3 units. Therefore, this comparison of computation
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and experimental results provides a consistent picture of
deposition process.

B. Postdeposition reactions: Crosslinking and ion
fluence dependence

Intact deposition of the ions is dominant at low energi
However, the experimental data also indicate that ther
some reaction of ions following deposition. Postdeposit
reactions of 25 eV C3F5

1 are indicated by the 1:1 ratio of CI F2

to CI FCFn ~Fig. 5!, as opposed to the 2:1 ratio expected
only intact ions. Post-deposition reactions of 25 eV CF3

1 is
indicated by the presence of CI F2, although this might also
be due in part to a residualp –p* feature ~see above!. In
both cases, the appearance of less saturated CFn components
would result from reaction of adjacent deposited ions to fo
the FC film. Increases in the experimental CI CFn and CI FCFn

components with kinetic energy are indicative of an incre
in crosslinking of the FC film.72 The simulations do not ad
dress crosslinking because they only model single io
surface collisions.

Crosslinking can also help explain the experimental
fluence results. The total fluorine percentage increases
tinuously with C3F5

1 ion fluence, as the FC film become
continuous across the PS surface and begins to grow thi
~Fig. 3 and Table II!. Simultaneously, the nonfluorinated ca
bon decreases as expected. The transition in FC film com
sition at 231015 ions/cm2 fluence is attributed to the trans
tion from discontinuous to continuous FC film overlaying t
PS. At low fluences, the surface density of C3F5 and its
fragments may be too low to allow crosslinking. Howev
crosslinking appears to set in at higher fluences to form
thicker film with multiple FC components, with both sat
rated and unsaturated carbon. At low fluences, the CI CFn is
attributed mostly to FC ion bonding directly to PS. At hig
fluences, CI CFn is increasingly a component of the FC film
itself. Low energy OH1 and NH1 modification of PS previ-
ously demonstrated formation of new surface species at
ion fluences due to secondary reactions of the depos
ions.2

C. Differences in experimental and simulation results

There are several significant differences in the exp
mental and computational systems. The first is that they
amined different impacting ions: CF3

1 and C3F5
1 in the ex-

periments versus CH3
1 and C3H5

1 in the simulations. While
the hydrocarbon and FC ions should behave in an ove
similar manner as their bond energies and chemistry
alike, they are by no means identical. The most signific
difference is the behavior of the bare F produced, which w
be much more reactive with the PS than bare H, leading
different thin-film structures relative to films grown from
hydrocarbon ion deposition. In addition, the mass ratio of
FC and hydrocarbon ions is different. This could have pot
tially significant kinematic effects on the scattering, fra
mentation, and penetration behavior of the ions on imp
Another difference between the experimental and comp
tional systems is that the simulation results are the avera
e
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outcomes of multiple impacts of ions on pristine PS surfa
rather than the continuous impact and thin-film growth of t
experiments.

Despite these differences, the experimental and com
tational results show overall excellent agreement with o
another, as illustrated in the previous section. However, th
are some important disagreements in the experimental
computational results. For example, trends in total hydroc
bon formation by simulation do not match those seen exp
mentally for the FC@compare the bottom of Fig. 4 with Fig
6~h!#. In the experimental results the total amount of F–
bonded species detected increases with increasing inci
energy and ion size. However, the total percentage of H
bonded species predicted to occur in the computational
sults increases as the ion size increases and decreases
incident energy increases. The latter difference is attribu
to single versus multiple ion impacts.

There are also significant differences in the CI CFn and
CI CHn values@compare CI CFn component in the top of Fig. 5
with Fig. 6~d!#. Substantial amounts of CI CFn are observed
experimentally under all conditions, but the simulations on
predict significant CI CHn formation at 100 eV. Since the
simulations ran for short time scales~several ps!, there was
not enough time for CI CHn formation for species that wer
embedded in — but not bonded to — the PS matrix. It
expected that had the simulations ran for seconds, th
bonds would have undoubtedly formed. However at 100
the fragmentation of the CH2– C1H–CH2 is so violent that
the fragments are small and reactive enough to form th
bonds on the time scales of the MD simulations.

D. Energy transfer in ion–surface collisions

The computer simulations display clear differences
energy transfer between scattered and deposited ions.
cifically, almost all of the energy is transferred to the surfa
when the ions embed within or form chemical bonds to
PS surface, with only 1%–3% of the energy being tra
formed into internal kinetic energy of the ion or its frag
ments. However, when the ion scatters away from the s
face, 2 –11% less energy is transferred to the PS and rem
instead as ion kinetic energy.

Previous experiments on,100 eV polyatomic ion–
surface scattering have shown that 10%–30% of the kin
energy of the projectile ion is converted into internal ener
of the scattered ions.18,22,74These ion–scattering experimen
can be used to partially explain our observation of differe
chemistry for different projectile ions with the same tot
energy or energy/atom. Ion-scattering studies found t
C3F5

1 requires less energy than CF3
1 to fragment upon sur-

face collision,22 probably due to the increased number of lo
frequency vibration modes in the former.74 For example, at
25 eV the smaller ion scatters intact off hydrocarbon s
faces, whereas the larger ion partially dissociates. The o
all transfer of energy into the surface is also expected
differ for these two ions.23,75 Ion–surface scattering studie
also found that both ions cleaved surface adsorbate bond
50 eV.22
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Changes in ion–surface energy transfer are expecte
occur as the PS surface is transformed to FC with increa
ion fluence. The changes observed in surface chemistry
ion fluence may be attributed in part to differences in ene
transfer between hydrocarbon and FC surfaces.22,23,76For ex-
ample, ions scattered off hydrocarbon surfaces depart
less internal energy than those scattered off FC surfaces22,76

Furthermore, the FC surfaces absorb less of the initial io
kinetic energy than do hydrocarbon surfaces.23,76

However, there are difficulties in applying the literatu
on FC ion–surface scattering to our ion-deposition stud
Most of the ion–surface scattering studies cited above uti
linear chain alkane or per-fluoroalkane surfaces that will d
fer considerably in surface structure from the PS and FC
surfaces formed here. Scattered and sputtered ion data
been used to show that various polyatomic ions will ‘‘so
land’’ as intact species upon FC surfaces at;10 eV collision
energies17 and induce other types of covalent surface mo
fication above 20 eV.77 However, selective ionization effect
prevent quantification of surface chemistry from scattered
sputtered ions, thereby complicating comparison with our
sults. Finally, ,100 eV ion–surface scattering tends
sample the repulsive wall of the ion–surface scattering
tential, thereby emphasizing mechanical effects of the co
sion while suppressing chemical effects that occur on
attractive portion of the potential.74

E. Relevance to FC films formed from plasmas

Our results have important implications for FC film fo
mation from plasmas. Several studies have argued thatx

~especially CF2) radicals present in FC plasmas are t
dominant precursors for plasma polymerization.32,78–80Other
studies have argued that CF2 is formed rather than consume
in FC plasmas that etch SiO2 .81 Small CFx

1 ions observed in
plasmas were usually considered to behave solely as etc
species.31 However, lower energy CFx

1 ions have also been
shown to form FC films on Si.14,82 Larger Cx.1Fy ions and
radicals have recently been detected in FC plasmas, for
by direct ionization of the feedgas and by polymerization
the gas phase and/or at the surface.33,34,46,83CFx

1 ions are
known to readily undergo neutralization at the surface
form radicals84 and similar neutralization is expected for th
larger ions: it follows that the surface deposition of ions w
approximate their corresponding radicals of similar kine
energies. Our results indicate that among the larger CxFy

1

ions, at least C3F5
1 grows FC films more effectively on PS

than CF3
1 . Furthermore, we find that both 25 and 50 eV CF3

1

ions will deposit FC films onto PS: this is significant sin
10–50 eV CF3

1 ion energies have been measured
plasmas.85,86

Variation of the feedgas has been employed to mod
FC films grown from plasmas. For example, polymer de
sition is thought to increase with decreasing F/C ratio in
feedgas.31,79This idea has been used to explain why plasm
from C3F6 feedgas are better for FC film formation tha
C2F6 plasmas.52,72,79,87One proposed explanation for this e
fect is the differing ability of feedgases to produce C2

radicals.31,88 Our results also implicate the larger polyatom
to
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ions and energetic radicals formed by electron impa
charge transfer, ion–molecule reactions, and other proces
Our results support recent studies that found feedgas
affect hydrocarbon film growth even at 100–200 eV i
energies.89

Without directly addressing the role of thermal CFx radi-
cals, our results support the argument that the larger Cx.1Fy

species can behave as precursors to polymer
formation.34,46,90However, caution must be applied when a
tempting direct comparison of our results to specific plas
conditions ~i.e., selective etching of SiO2 versus Si!. The
polyatomic ions and other active species in a plasma
depend upon a variety of factors: feedgas and pressure
plasma frequency, power, and duty cycle; details of
plasma reactor construction; and the substrate. Neverthe
our results indicate that the size and the chemical natur
the incident ions do affect film growth since the reactivit
sticking probabilities, and energy transfer to the surface v
ies with the ion’s size and chemical structure. For example
is clear that CF3

1 and C3F5
1 ions can be deposited intact o

the surface at lower collisional energies. Our results
equivocally show that accurate models of plasma–surf
interactions will need to consider the role of the larger po
atomic ions and radicals when they are present.44

Finally, it should be noted that the XPS of the FC film
formed by C3F5

1 and CF3
1 ions are similar to the spectra o

many of the FC films formed by plasma polymerization. E
periments in progress are examining the morphology
aging properties of these FC films.
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